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The usual a priori estimates for elliptic differential problems on a bounded 
region are equivalent to the statement that the abstract operator defined by 
the problem has closed range and finite dimensional kernel. It is customary 
to produce the estimate and conclude from it, the operator theoretic result. 
More generally when studying the properties of any operator defined in 
a Banach space by a differential problem the same pattern is followed: 
First the estimate and then the operator theoretic result. In some situations 
it may be simpler to proceed in the opposite direction, i.e., deduce the 
operator results and then, if required, obtain the estimate as a secondary 
result. This idea, which does not seem to have recieved much attention, is one 
of three which initiated this work. Pursuing this reversed approach, we follow 
Wolf [1.5] and define the essential resolvent of a closed linear operator T 
on a Banach space X into itself as p,(T) = (h ( /I E C, S?(T - h) is closed, 
dim .M( T - h) < CO), where 9?(T) is the range of T and N(T) the kernel 
of T. The essential spectrum, oe(T), of T is then the complement in C of 
p,(T). The essential spectrum of the operator in L2 defined by a properly 
elliptic operator on a bounded region with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
has been studied in some detail by Wolf [IS], Poulsen [f2] and a number 
of other authors. Their basic result is that if the essential spectrum is not 
empty then it can be “localized,” i.e., any point of cre can be traced to a subset 
of the region where the ellipticity assumptions are violated. An examination 
of the techniques used in [IZ, 1.51 shows a number of things. Firstly, the 
points of oe which may have been due to an infinite dimensional kernel 
appear after localization as points for which the localized operator has non- 
closed range. Secondly, in a number of circumstances the essential spectrum 
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is the same as that of a constant coefficient operator and in this case if a point 
of oe does not originally come from an infinite dimensional kernel, then there 
is a solution of the null problem which does not lie in the original space but 
is not too far removed from it. This fact has been used bv Birman and 
Skvorcov [.5], in their analysis of the Dirichlet problem and is implicit in the 
derivation of most a priori estimates. This suggests that by increasing the 
domain of the operator sufficiently, both by increasing the region on which 
it is defined and the space of functions used, it may be possible to include all 
the pathology of the essential spectrum in the null space where it can be 
examined easily. Clearly if this globalization is to be successful we can only 
use constant coefficient operators. Just how large the space must be is also 
reasonably obvious. In proving that certain algebraic conditions are necessary, 
as well as sufficient, to guarantee the existence of an a priori estimate one 
shows that if the conditions are violated there is a solution to the homogeneous 
problem growing at most like a polynomial at infinity. From this solution 
it is customary to construct a sequence of functions, e.g., [I], possibly by 
localization itself [Id], which violates the closed range assumption. Thus .Y” 
appears to be, and in fact is, the natural candidate for our globalization. 
Assuming that the exponential solutions are dense in the set of solutions 
in Y’ in some sense, we make the following conjecture. 
If  Pm is the maximal operator on L”(Q) generated by a constant coeficient 
d$erential operator P(D), then 
ue(Pm) = {A ((P(D) - A) u 1-z 0, h as in Q a bounded exponential solution}, 
for some nontrivial choices of 9. 
In this paper we examine the above conjecture in a slightly more general 
setting. 
When working with constant coefficient partial differential operators, the 
Fourier transform is the major device used and each author uses those spaces, 
e.g., L2, Lfl, p # 2, etc., which accord with his tastes and techniques. However, 
except for finer details on regularity questions, the assumptions and 
conclusions are much the same in all cases and are largely independent of the 
actual space used. This is our last idea; to seek a class of Banach spaces of 
distributions large enough to include the familiar ones, yet so small that the 
techniques and results may be valid for the whole class. In Section 2 we 
introduce such a class of Banach spaces, called here “admissible.” Since our 
study is global rather than local we avoid assuming that these spaces are 
modules over C,,m. No attempt is made to study these spaces beyond the 
immediate needs of the succeeding sections. 
In order to discuss the contents of the remaining sections we introduce 
some notation. Let R” be real Euclidean n-space with orthogonal coordinates 
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(x1 ,“a, x,). The real and complex duals of R” we denote by R, and C, , 
respectively and use (x, 5) to denote pairing between x E R” and [E R, 
(or C,). We also adopt the standard conventions: 
if a: = (q ,..., Q), 01~ 2 0 integers, 
and for any 5 EC, , 
6 = e, ,a-*, LA (1 = gl . . . pg. 
Let 
P(D)= c uzDu, 
laj<Tn 
a, constants, be a partial differential operator defined on Rn. In Section 3 
we consider three maximal and three minimal extensions of P(D) to spaces 
of distributions defined on a region .Q by the admissible spaces of Section 2. 
One of these extensions P, , with its conjugate PO' is naturally more amenable 
to an abstract analysis and is considered in more detail in Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.1 establishes the expected duality relations between the three 
maximal operators and the three minimal operators. 
Section 4, in particular Theorem 4.3, contains the major results. Briefly, 
all three maximal realizations of P given in Section 3 have the same spectrum 
on a class of convex regions. The spectrum is the same as the essential 
spectrum and modulo knowledge of the spectrum of P on R” the above 
conjecture is true. 
Section 5 consists merely of examples. 
2. SOME BANACH SPACES OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let 9 = Y(R”) be Schwartz’ [Z3] space of rapidly decreasing functions 
on R” with the standard locally convex topology defined by the seminorms 
supz j ZPD~~, ], ! E 1, ) p j > 0, p E 9, and let 9’ = Y’(Rn) be its dual. 
.Y is a Frechet space and, with the strong topology on P”, is reflexive. The 
pairing between u E 9’ and y  E 9 will be denoted by (u, v>. If  Q C Rn is a 
region with closure 0 and complement CQ, there are several spaces of 
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functions and distributions on Q, 0, etc., which may be derived from .Y and 
9”. Although these are well known we review them briefly below since we 
shall carry out a similar construction for Banach spaces of distributions. 
Put .9(Q) = {p / y E Y, supp V CD), w h ere supp p denotes the support 
of 9). With the induced topology of -Y, -<2(Q) is a ciosed subspace of .‘I and 
is also a reflexive Frechet space. Let -Y”(Q) be the dual of 2(-Q) and 
9’(i2) == {u 1 u E Y’, supp u C.Qj. In a natural manner 9’(Q) C .Y’(Q) 
as functionals on .9(Q). Conversely since -p(Q) and 4(C’Q) are closed 
disjoint subspaces of 9’ whose vector sum is also closed in Y, any u E Y’(Q) 
has by the Hahn-Banach theorem a continuous extension zi E .‘Y’ such that 
(~2, p) --I 0 for all p E p(Co). Th us 22 E 4’(Q) and, at least on .9(Q), 9’(Q) 
and -Y’(-Q) may be identified algebraically. 
LEMMA 2.1. A necessary and .w#icient condition that ,3(Q) is the closure 
in Y of {p ; 9 E .Y, supp q~ E fin> is that Q is the interior of its closure. 
Proof. The condition is necessary for if x0 E 22, the boundary of Q, and 
x,, $ X’a then there is a neighborhood N of x0 which lies in J?. Thus there 
exists a v  E c9(Q) with I =- 1. Such a function however is not the limit 
in Y of functions supported in Q, since this would require p)(xJ :_ 0. 
Conversely if Q is the interior of its closure, then aJ2 = X’Q. Thus if 
q E 9?$2) and x0 E aQ, then since every neighborhood of x0 contains points 
of CX?, 9) and all its derivatives vanish at x0 . Further if x E 0 with 1 x -2, j < E, 
then 1 rzDs’p(x)] < C&l for each m > 0 and constants C, independent of E 
and x0. For u > 0 put N, = {x 1 ! s j < u}. Let B(x) E Com(N1) be such that 
0 > 0, sO(x)dx = 1 and put 
13, = E-- /,c B(E-‘[x - y]) dy 
for E > 0, where Sz, = Q\(Z2 + NJ. Then t),p, E .‘P and is supported in 
~2. Also for x E Q,, or S\Qn, , 
vanishes, while for x E sZ,\O,, this expression is bounded from above by 
C,~-l”:+m. Thus as E * 0, B,p, --4 Q in Y as required. 
In ail that follows we shall assume that Q is the interior of the 
closure. It will then follow from this lemma that the closures of p(Q) and 
(v / v  E 9, supp p C Q) in any metric defining a weaker topology on 9 than 
the given one, may be identified. 
Put .Y(sZ) = {p’ 1 v  is the restriction to Q of some Q, E .Y}. We shall often 
denote the connection between v  and @ by v  == @ /Q or @ = 9;. 
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LEMMA 2.2. 9’(G) is dense in Y’(Q). 
Proof. I f  u E .Y(s2) let f  be any extension of u to 9”. Since 9’ is dense in 
Y’ there exists a sequence (@“,) C 9’ with @, ---f u in 9’. Let ‘pV = @,I, , 
then g),, E Y(Q) and p)” -+ 24 in Y’(Q) since for all 0 E 9(Q) 
(24, 0) = (& 0) = lim(v, , 0). 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space such that 9 C XC Y’ topologically 
and algebraically, i.e., the inclusions are true algebraically and the injection 
maps of Y into X and X into 3” are continuous. Assume further that Y is 
dense in X. Taking the pairing between X*, the topological dual of X, and 
X as an extension of the pairing (*, .> between 9” and Y it follows from the 
reflexivity of Y that Y C X* C 9” topologically and algebraically and .Y 
is dense in X*. For later use we note that since the injection of 9’ into X 
is continuous there exist constants C and nz such that 
for all p E Y. By completion, the set of all functions p such that 
is also dense in X. A similar remark of course applies to X*. 
Most of the Banach spaces used in theory of differential operators satisfy 
at least the conditions imposed on X above, some examples are given later. 
Following the earlier discussion of spaces derived from Y we now introduce 
two spaces of distributions derived from X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any subset JJ of R” put 
J?(Q) = closure of 9(Q) in X, 
&(a) = {x / x E x, supp x c Q}, 
and in each case the norm of an element is its norm as an element of X. 
Both spaces in this definition are closed subspaces of X. For the first 
space this follows from the definition while for the second it is true since the 
limit in X, and so also in Y’, of any sequence from p”(Q) is again supported 
in 0. As closed subspaces of a reflexive Banach space, both g(Q) and z1(52) 
0 c 
are themselves reflexive. Finally X(Q) C X,(Q) and in general the inclusion 
is proper. For example, if X denotes the closure of Y(R1) with respect to 
the norm 
I[ ! u I2 dx + / u(O$ 
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then X is isomorphic to L2(R1) x C. If  Q := (0, I) then -q(S) and .X1(U) 
are isomorphic to L2((0, 1)) x (0) and L2((0, 1)) ,K C, respectively. 
From the two spaces X(Q) and X1(Q) two other Banach spaces, OllC 
from Y’(Q) and the other from p’(Q) may be defined by duality. 
Alternatively, and this is the course adopted here, they may be defined as 
quotient spaces. Of the two X(Q) is the most important. The reason for the 
lack of interest in X,(Q) is explained in Remark 2.1 below. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any subset Q of RR, put 
X(.Q) = X/2#2Q) and X,(O) = XpqCQ. 
LEMMA 2.3. If  !J is the interior of its closure then 
(i) X(Q) is isomorphic to {u 1 u E Y(Q), u has an extension zi to R” such 
that zi E X and (6, 9)) = (u, rp) for all q~ E 4(Q)>, and the norm on the latter 
space is defined by 1) u /, inf 11 zi 11, where the injimum is taken over all extensions 
of 22; 
(ii) S’(Q) is dense in X(Q). 
Proof. (i) For each x E X let [x] denote the coset in X/X1(C@ generated 
by s, i.e., [.z] = x j- X1(CQ). If  x’ E X then 
and so there is a sequence {xv3 E X with [xv] = [x] and // .v” !i J 11[zc11. Since X 
is reflexive and the sequence {xy} is uniformly bounded, choosing a sub- 
sequence if necessary, (xy> converges weakly to some 3 E X. Thus there exists 
another sequence {xv’} where .Y”’ is a finite convex linear combination of 
{xj}yzV which converges strongly to 9. For this sequence 
and so 
h’l = [XYIY I, X”’ ;I < II X” II 
Hence for each ,2: E X there exists at least one I E X such that [.v] = [.%I and 
Il[x]li = lj 2 I/. 
I f  [,x] E X(Q) then the map [x] ---f u defined by (u, v) = (5, F) for all 
g, E p(Q) defines a unique element u of Y’(Q). The element u is unique, for 
if zZ1 and %a E X are such that [x] = [&I = [.G2], then G1 - g2 E Xr(CQ) and 
so (5r , p1) == (Sz , F) for all p) E Y with supp p C G’. By Lemma 2. I, the 
set of all such 9 is a dense subset of p(Q), and so u is independent of the 
particular element x E X. Moreover, u has an extension, viz, 2 itself such that 
inf )! zi /i = 11 ,i // = lj[.~ii, where the infimum is taken over all extensions 6 
of u. 
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Conversely if u E Y’(Q) and ii, , a ii E X are any two extensions of u such 
that (2ir, v) = (9,) y) = (u, v) for all v  E p(Q), then zi, - 6, E Xr(CQ) 
and so [z&l = [Gal. Finally choosing an extension zi, such that /I ii, (( = [i[$]li 
we have 
II u II = inf II 22 II = Ii ii, II = Ilb4lll~ 
which completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) I f  x E X(Q) let 5 be the extension constructed above. Then there 
exists a sequence {&} C Y such that $5” ---f i in X. If  vV is the restriction to 52 
of 9jy , then rpy E 9’(Q) and Ij yV - x 11 < II$ - i 1; - 0, as required. 
We will usually identify the two spaces of Lemma 2.3(i) and refer to X(Q) 
as a subspace of 9”(Q). 
THEOREM 2.1. If  s2 is the interior of its closure, then 
(i) (X(Q))* = X*(Q) 
and 
(ii) (X,(Q))* = X1*(Q), 
where (-) * denotes the dual of the indicated space. Further, all spaces in (i) and 
(ii) are reflexbe. 
Proof. (i) We prove first that (X * (.Q))r = X(Q). From this result (i) 
will follow since X(Q) is reflexive. If  x E (X * (Q))* then by the Hahn- 
Banach Theorem x has an extension x’ E X with /( x j( = (1 x’ I/. For any two 
such extensions zZ1 and ia , (~3~ - $, cp> = 0 for all v  E p(Q). Hence 
& - ~+a E Xr(Co) and th e map of (8 * (Q))r into X(Q) given by x ---f [.a!] = 
z? + X1(Ca) is one-to-one and continuous. Conversely if [x] E X/Xr(C@, 
[x] = x + Xr(Co) then ([xl, xa) = ( x*, x) defines a unique continuous 
linear form on X*(Q). It is unique, for if x - y  = z E Xr(CQ) then for all 
xc E p(Q), (x*, xi = (x*, y) and so the same is true for all x* E X*(Q), 
while the continuity is immediate. 
(ii) The proof of this result is much simpler than (i) since we do know 
p(Ca) is dense in &Co). 
Noting that the dual of the quotient X/&CQ) is the polar of X(CQ) we 
have 
(X,(Q))* = (X/iqCQ))* 
= {cc* j x* E x*, (xc, x) = 0 for all x E 2(m)} 
= {x* ( x* E X”, (x*, cp) = 0 for all cp E <9(Ci2)) 
= 2&*(Q). 
Since X1*(Q) is reflexive so also is X,(G). 
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Remark 2.1. W’hile we have considered both zY(Q) and ,1-r(O) so far, 
and the proofs for the latter space are simpler, ,Yr(Q) is realI>- only of 
peripheral interest. This is not only an interest of convenience, e.g., <i/‘(Q) 
is dense in X(9) and p(Q) is dense in ,f*(Q) while the corresponding 
results are not true in general for ,L;(Q) and X1>.(Q), but it is also dictated 
by the usual concept of a differential operator. It is customary to require 
that the differential equation be satisfied at all interior points of 9, this 
corresponds to the use of X(Q). The use of X,(Q) would be equivalent to 
assuming that the differential equation is satisfied in Q, i.e., up to and 
including the boundary. While for some purposes this is acceptable in our 
problem it is unnecessarily restrictive. The undoubted inconvenience of 
both X(Q), and X1(Q) is that given u E Y’(Q), u $9’(Q), it is extremely 
difficult to assign it to any one of these spaces in the absence of suitable 
extension theorem for X and Q. In this context see Example I following. 
EXAMPLE I. Let 
IW(Rn) = {u 1 u E Y’, D”u~L”(Rn), j a j <s}, 
where 1 < p < co, s is a non-negative integer and differentiation is in the 
sense of distributions, With norm 
H”,p(R”) is a Banach space. As a closed subspace of a product of reflexive 
spaces it is also reflexive. For s a negative integer define H”~~(R”) := 
I. In all cases .Y is dense in N”*p(R”). ) 
is then in general a subspace of the 
more usual Sobolev space lW”(Q) [6],‘but if 852 is sufficiently regular [2], 
then the two are identical algebraically and have equivalent norms. In any 
event there is the density relation of Lemma 2.3 and U”4$) = D’(Q) with 
identity of the norms as well. 
For elements 9 E .Y the Fourier transform is defined by 
where :,x, 6) denotes the pairing between x E R” and 5 E R, . It may be 
extended by duality to all of .(Y” and me then denote the Fourier transform 
of u E 9’ by u”. For convenience however we denote the inverse transform by 
S-1 
EXAMPLE II. For 1 < p -; x, and Y any real number, if S7,P is the 
set of all u E Y’, such that zl” is a function and 
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then 2’3 p(R”) is a reflexive Banach space with dual JP’,‘J(R~), p-l + 4-l = 1. 
Further Y is dense in all of the spaces and the required inclusions are satisfied 
[8, II]. As before put GP~P(Q) = X(Q) where X = Z’rlp(R”). Spaces defined 
by more general weight functions than [l + 1 t j2]r/a e.g., the .9YDsk spaces 
of [8] or the spaces of [ll] which do not form modules over Corn, could also 
be used in this example. 
The restrictions placed on X so far are too weak to develop a good general 
theory of differential operators with constant coefficients. We shall therefore 
place two further restrictions on X viz, that it be translation invariant and 
exponentially multiplicative. More precisely; if h E R” and 9 E Y, put 
(Tag) = ~(x - Iz). Then 71h so defined is a continuous linear operator on Y 
and maps Y onto Y. Thus we may define a continuous linear operator Q’ 
on .Y’ by (r,,‘u, v,i = (u, T-~F’) and by restriction rh’ is defined on X* as a 
map X* - .Y’. We say X is translation invariant if for all h E R”, TV’ is a 
map of XY. onto S* and for all x* E Xx, 11 T~‘XC I) = j/ x* I/. In this case 
7;I : X--f X the dual of Q-~~’ is a one-to-one, onto, norm preserving map of 
X + X. Further, if v  E X n .Y’ = Y, then ~-ig, = 7h~ and we therefore 
use the notation 7h for T;I. Also X is exponentially multiplicative if there 
exists a positive real-valued function K(t) on R,, such that for all [E R, 
we have 
valid for all u E X. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A Banach space X is admissible if 
(i) X is reflexive, 
(ii) Y C XC Y’ topologically and algebraically and Y is dense in X, 
(iii) X is translation invariant, 
(iv) X is exponentially multiplicative. 
All the spaces in the Examples I and II are admissible [S]. The assumption 
(iii) in this definition is not unreasonable since constant coefficient operators 
are translation invariant and the condition itself can be weakened somewhat. 
Assumption (iv) is less satisfactory since it is dictated by our techniques and 
it is not clear that it cannot be avoided. The only place where it appears 
unavoidably is in Lemma 2.5 below. If  X is admissible then so also is Xv. 
The following three lemmas list some elementary properties of admissible 
spaces which we need. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be an admissible space. If u E X and rhu = u for some 
h f  0, then u z 0. In particular if 5 E R, then ei@Q) C# X. 
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Proof. Suppose u E X, and for some h + 0, T,~U : ~: u. Choose t E- R, , 
such that (h, 5) = i h (, and let Rh+ denote the half space {s <x, 0 :: 0). 
Since Cha, is dense in .Y there exists a sequence {pVj C Cum such that py -+ u 
in X, and a sequence of integers {m,} such that supp ~,p),, C R, 1, where 
T”P)” = ~/ml”% ’ Then 
/j rvqv - u ij = ‘1 7,(rp,, - u)il = ;I pv - 24 1, + 0 
as v  + co. Thus as an element of Y’, supp u C R,i-. Repeating the argument 
we may also show supp u C {x I<x, [) < 01. Thus as an element of Y’, u = 0 
and so also as an element of X. The last statement is now immediate. 
LEMMA 2.5. If  X is admissible and N is a subspace of X such that QN = N 
for some h f  0 then dim N = co or N = (0). 
Proof. Suppose 0 < dim iV = 1 < co. Since TIN = N, by choosing 
the basis vectors ui , i = l,..., lof N appropriately, we may achieve T~U = AU 
where U is the column vector [ui ,..., UJ and A is a nonsingular 1 x I matrix 
whose last row is of the form (O,..., 0, A). Then for ur we have rl,ul = AU, 
whence 1 h ( = 1 or A = eis. Choose 7 E R, such that (h, 7) = 8, and put 
v  = e-i(zst))u. Then v  E X and T?,,v = v  and so by Lemma 2.4 v  = 0. Thus 
u = 0, a contradiction. 
If  s2, is an open subset of 51, with !?1 C Q then in much the same way as 
X(Q) was derived from X we may derive a space X(Q1) from X(Q). We need 
only one fact about spaces of this type and that result is given in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose X is admissible, Q is the interior of its closure and is 
bounded, and x E J?(Q), then if 11 x lJx(B,) denotes the norm of x as an element of 
X(B,) where B, = {x 1 1 x 1 < r}, we have 
Proof. For r large let $. denote a minimal extension of x to all of R” as an 
element of X(B,). Then I/ 5, jlx = jJ x/j,u+ and 8r = x + x, where 
x, E X1(C&). We have immediately 11 x Ilx(s~ ,i 11 x lIx and 
However there exists a sequence {x,.*} with x,* E .@(&,a) such that 
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Thus 
OS 
GG Ii x //x(s,) = II 2 /Ix . 
Finally since 11 x l/x(B,) < 11 x lIx(Bt) for Y < t, we may replace i& by lim and, 
the proof is complete. 
3. REALIZATIONS OF A CONSTANT COEFFICIENT DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR 
Throughout this section Q will denote an open subset of R” with 52 = int 0 
and both X and Y will be admissible Banach spaces. If  P(D) is a constant 
coefficient differential operator then not all of the realizations of P(D) on the 
spaces defined by X and Y on .Q are useful. Ignoring those operators whose 
domains may not be dense without additional hypotheses on X, Y and Q, 
“minimal” operators on X(Q) for example, and those defined on X,(Q) and 
Y,(Q) since these spaces may not have nice dense subsets of smooth functions, 
there are six operators left. These six are given in Definition 3.1 below. The 
object of this section is then to establish by abstract arguments some of the 
basic duality and inclusion relations between these operators. 
The largest operator defined by P(D) is P : 9” -+ 9” where P : u + P(D)u 
with differentiation in the sense of distributions. In the usual manner the 
minimal and maximal operators from X to Y defined by P(D) are P,, , the 
closure of P(D) : .M ---f Y and Pi where 9(Pr) = {x E X 1 Pu TV Y} and for 
x E 9(Pl), Plx = Px. Both PO and P, are closed and densely defined and 
P,, C PI . The corresponding operators defined by P’(D) = P(--D) as maps 
from Y* to X* will be denoted by P,,’ and PI’. The interesting operators 
defined by P on Q are given in the folIowing definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. As operators from X(Q) into Y(Q); 
(i) P, is the closure of P(D) : Y(Q) + Y(Q), 
(ii) P, is the closure of the operator with domain 
{<x E X(Q)/ x has an extension 2 to all of Rn with 2 E 9(Pl)} 
which takes each x in its domain into (the coset) [PIi], 
(iii) Pm is the operator with domain 
{.x E X(Q)) P(D) x as an element of .Y’(L?) with differentiation 
in the distribution sense, is in Y(Q)) 
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and for X E S3(Pm), P,x = P(U) no*. As operators from l’-(Q) into .X-(U) 
(iv) P,’ is the closure P( --D) : up ---f .9(Q), 
(4 Pw’ has domain p+(Q) r\ %(Z’,,‘) and for yy  E Q(Prl,‘), 
pu’y* = PO’y*, 
(vi) P,,’ has domain 9(Z-‘,‘) -=~ k+(Q) n Q(E’i’) and for y* E 9(Po’), 
P,‘y* = P1’y*. 
All six operators are closed. Further & C P,v C P, , P,,’ C P,’ C PO’ and 
all are densely defined; the first three since by Lemma 2.3 .Y(sZ) is dense 
in X(Q) and the second three since L@(Q) is dense in Y*(Q) by definition. 
With X = Y =- L2, Ps , and P, are, respectively, the very strong and the 
weak extensions of P in Hormander [7]. It may be true that if assumption (iv) 
of Definition 2.3 is replaced by the assumption that both X and Y are modules 
over .4a and the property T of Hormander [7], or “mild regularity” of 
Browder [6], is imposed on Q, then P, == P, . In the next section an 
independent proof is given that P, zm Pm for more regular, viz., convex, Q 
and merely admissible spaces. 
Between the various operators now defined there are the expected duality 
relations. This is the content of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Each of (PI , P,,‘), (Pm , P,‘), (Pw , P,‘) and (Ps , P,‘) are 
dual pairs. 
Proof. Using a star to denote the conjugate of an operator, Pm = P,‘- 
by definition. Since P,’ is closed and densely defined and both X(Q) and 
Y(Q) are reflexive, it follows that P,’ ~= P,‘+* =~ Pmt. Thus (Pm , P,‘) is a 
dual pair. (PI , PO’) is also a dual pair, for if 8 : R’” then PI = Pm and 
PO’ = P,‘. 
The proof of the third duality is less elementary. To show that P, C P,,‘+ 
it will be shown that the corresponding inclusion is true for the non-closed 
operator whose closure defines PO, . Suppose x E X(Q) and there exists 
L+ EB(P~) with PI2 = y  E Y, then for all v  E .cP, (5, P’,) = (y, 9). By 
closure (2, P,‘v) = (y, 9) for all v  E @P,,‘). Thus x E ~(P<,,‘A), P,‘cx ==y iR 
. . 
and so by the definition of P, , P, C P,,’ b. Taking conjugates this inclusion 
becomes P,,,’ C P,,. To complete the proof; suppose that ys E Sk(Q) and 
Pweyy* := 5” E X+(Q), then (‘1 i, P,x> -:-: (xx, ~1) for all x E S?(PJ. Thus 
x = Pi+y c = P”‘y* and since ye E Y.-(Q), Pw’yr = P,,‘y i. Thus proves 
that Pw% C P,,,’ and so finally Z’,’ = PO,‘. Taking conjugates P,,‘; L= Pw 
and (Pw , P,‘) is a dual pair. 
For the final relation; suppose yk E iS(P”‘) and PO’yw = x+, then 
(y*, Pq) = (x*, y) for all F E .Y. If  x E 9(Ps) let (~“1 C .ip be such that 
Ppv -+ Psx in Y(Q) and vV ---) x in X(Q), then 
(y’ , P,x) 7 lim<y i-, Pvv) -=: lim<x-, cp,‘: = (rn i , ?c’>. 
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Thus Ps*y+ = x* and so PO’ C Ps*. Conversely if Ps*y.y, = xi, i.e., 




(y*, px> = (x*3 x> for all XEY. 
x* = P,‘y* = P,‘y* or (Ps)* c PO’. 
P& = PO’ and so also P,‘* = P, , 
I f  the operator Ps has a closed range then it may be extended rather easily 
without destroying this property. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  the range of Ps is closed and P,, : 9”(Q) --) Y(Q) is the 
operator obtained by closing P : 9(Q) -+ 9’(Q), then %?(Ps) = %‘(P19) and 
N(P,,) = N(Ps), with closure in 9”(Q). 
Proof. P,, could equally well be defined as the closure of Ps . Noting 
that Y”(Q) is reflexive a repetition of the proof of the final statement in 
Theorem 3.1 yieldsg(P;‘,) = (y* E ?*(sZ)i PO’y* E p(Q)} and Pzy* = P,‘y*. 
I f  9(Ps) is closed then so is B(P,,‘) and by restriction B(P$ is also closed. 
Thus by [6] Theorem B, 9?(P1s) is closed. The two trivial identities 
M(P,*,) = Jlr(P,,‘) and %(P,*s) = W(P,‘) n 5?(Q) when carried back Ps and 
PI6 , using Theorem B again, yield the statement of the theorem. 
The first result of this theorem is in reality a regularity theorem while the 
second can be regarded as an approximation theorem. From this point 
of view the latter result is a global analog of an approximation theorem of 
Malgrange [IO]. 
I f  the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied then neither 9?(P:;) nor A’-(P,) 
depends very severely on X(Q). More precisely: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that Ps has closed range and finite dimensional 
kernel and Z is admissible with XC Z. If  Ps+ : Z(Q) + Y(Q) is the operator 
given in Definition 3.1(i) with 2 in place of X, then W(Ps+) = 9?(e), 
N(Ps+) == .N(Ps) and if u” E Z(Q) with P,+ z E Y(Q), then z E ‘X(Q). 
Proof. CZearZy %‘(PS) C 9?(Ps+) C B(Pxs) = 9(PS), proving the nrst 
part. Also M(P*) C JV(P~-~) C .N(P,,) = .N(Ps) = &‘JPS), where the last 
equality holds since the kernel has finite dimension. Thus N(Ps+) = JV(P~). 
From these two results the domains of Psi- and Ps are identical and so the last 
assertion is immediate. 
There is a partial converse to Theorem 3.2. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If  PO : X-2 Y has all of Yas range and P : ,y’(Q) + .i/“(Q) 
has zero kernel, then P, = PxV = Pm is a one-to-one and onto map. 
Proof. I f  N(P) = 0, then the kernels of P, , Pw , P, are all the zero 
element. Since P,, has all of I; as range PO-+ = PI’ is one-to-one with closed 
range. Thus Pl’ restricted to T’*(Q) also has closed range, since Y+(Q) is a 
closed subspace of Y. By definition, B(PO’) is therefore closed and 
JV(P~‘) :-= (0). Thus by duality PS is onto. Since PS C P, C P, all three 
operators are onto and in fact are identical. 
4. REALIZATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON CONVEX SETS 
In this section the object is to determine when the maximal operators of 
Section 3 are continuously invertible on X(Q), or what will be in fact the same, 
to compute their essential spectrum. This we do by Fourier Transform 
techniques, a device which restricts us to convex subsets. 
If  D C R” is convex, the support function H(t) of s;! defined by 
W) = p’ 0, E E R, - {Oh H(0) = 0, 
where the supremum is taken over the extended real numbers, is positively 
homogeneous of degree one and is convex. Thus in C, , the complex dual of 
R”, Q+ = (5 I H (Im 0 < +CD} is a convex cone containing R, . Moreover 
sZ% as a point set is invariantly defined, i.e., it is independent of the orthogonal 
coordinate system used in C,; . Q is bounded if and only if Qn* = C, . 
Unbounded convex sets are however of more interest here. 
DEFINITIOS 4.1. If  G is a subset of C,, and P(t) is a polynomial in 5 E C, , 
then the numerical range of P on G is 
N(P, G) = {A j for some [ E G, P(t) :: A>. 
In order to apply Theorem 3.3 it will be necessary to determine conditions 
under which P : Y’(Q) - 9”(Q) has a trivial kernel. With the following 
result this is easy. 
LEiUMll 4.1. If  J2 is an open convex subset of I? and 0 $ N(P’, J2*), then 
for each 9 E .9(Q) 
PI-1 * p =- .F-‘@([) P-1(-[)} E 4(Q). 
Proof. I f  0 $ N(P’, D*) then in particular P(t) has no real zeros and so 
by an application of Lemma 2.1, Appendix [8], the distance between the 
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manifold of zeros of P in C, and 5 E R, vanishes at most like a negative power 
of 1 E 1 as 1 6 1 -+ co. Thus P-l([) and all its derivatives grow at most like 
polynomials in 5, or P-‘(-5) E LoM [13]. Hence P’-l * 9 E Y and it remains 
only to prove that supp P-l * v  C 8. This however is an easy consequence 
of the theorem of supports [9]. 
THEOREM 4.1. If  Q is an open convex subset of R” then 
P - h : c5@‘(Q) + 9qq 
has a trivial kernel if and only if h $ N(P’, Q*). Further if the kernel of P - X 
is trivial then P - X has range all of 9”(Q). 
Proof. The condition is necessary, for if [a E Q* and P(-to) = X, then 
u = e-i@.E,)JQ 
is uniformly bounded in 52 and so is in Y’(Q). Also (P - A) u = 0 in Y’(Q). 
Conversely, if /\ + N(P’, Q;2*), then the kernel of P’ - X : p(Q) - 9(Q) is 
trivial and by Lemma 4.1 the range is all of ,9(Q). Thus P -- X has zero 
kernel and range all of Y’(Q) by [6] Theorem B. 
Ideally we should like to replace Y’ by X in the above theorem and so 
reduce all the problems of spectra to algebraic problems. This we have been 
unable to do. We do however achieve the best possible result in Theorem 
4.3 subject only to a knowledge of P on X itself. It is convenient to extend 
slightly the usual definitions of the spectrum and essential spectrum. Suppose 
X, Y are admissible, with XC Y topologically and algebraically, then put 
p(PJ = (h ) P, - h : X -+ Y is one-to-one and onto}, pe(PO) = (A ] %(P, - A) 
is closed, dim JV(P,, - X) < co> and 
UPO) = c - P(Po), G(Po) = c - Pe(P0). 
For any of PS , P, , Pm and any 52, define u(PS), ae(Ps), etc., similarly. In all 
cases 0 and ae are closed sets. Taking first the case Q = R”, Lemma 4.2 
below serves much the same purpose for X as Lemma 4.1 does for Y. 
LEMMA 4.2. If  X and Y are admissible spaces with X C I’ topologically -- 
and algebraically then N(P, R,) C QPo). 
Proof. Since (se is closed it is sufficient to prove only that N(P, Rn) C oe(Po). 
For each h E N(P, R”) we shall construct a sequence {uJ C Y such that 
lI(P - X) u, 1Ir-f 0 and I/ u, Ilx 3 1. The actual construction is similar 
to that used in [4]. From the existence of this sequence it follows that either 
the kernel of PO - X is non-trivial, in which case by Lemma 2.5 it has 
infinite dimension since it is translation invariant, or PO -- X does not 
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have closed range, or both. in all cases h E o,(l;,) and since cr, is closed 
fV(P, R”) C a,(PJ. 
For the actual construction; assume without loss of generality that 
h =- 0 E iV(P, R”). I f  5 E C’aa(: 5 ~ < 1) then u E .I/‘ C A’ and since the im- 
bedding .Y --j X is continuous 
for some integer Y and constant C. Here and below C denotes a general 
constant but not necessarily the same constant each time. Choose NE R”, 
with 1 N / = 1 so that p(t) == P(N) as a polynomial in t E R has degree m. 
Let {r,} be a sequence of points in R so that $(tY) f  0, but t, + 0, and for 
each Y let [, be the zero of P, real or complex, nearest t,N. With T, = t&V 
and 24, = 1 5, - t,N I-l, we have / T” j 7Tt-+1hv ,< C, for if this inequality is 
not true, then for some subsequences, say the’ original sequences {T”}, {A,> 
we have 
and so 
/ f, ipnL--l / j9(tY)j < C;\;l j t, i-+-l + 0 as v3 co. 
Thus p has a zero of order m + 1 at the origin which is impossible. With 
this choice of (7”) and {A”} choose 0 E COm( / [ / < I ) with 0 > 0 and s 0 dt == 1, 
and put 4, = A,“#(T, $- &). Then 0, E .Y’ and 8, -+ 1 in .Y’. For 
1 > (n + y)(m $- 1) + y  - I, an integer, 
By the choice of A,, 7” the last expression on the right converges to zero as 
v  -+ co. On the other hand if /I 0, IIX < C < m, then 0, converges weakly 
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to some u E X, and so 0, --f u in 9”. Since limits in 9’ are unique and 
and 8, -+ 1 in Y’ we have u = 1 which since it is translation invariant 
is not in X. Thus jj 8, I] -+ co. Let j >, 0 be the smallest integer such that 
jJ P+l(D) 0, Ijx + 0. With u, = P(D) 0, , u, E X, Jj u, ]) 3 C > 0 and 
The sequence {u,} is, for X = 0, the one required in the first paragraph of 
the proof. 
Using this result, the nearest analogue of Theorem 4.1 is: 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2 
ue(P,,) = u,(Pl) = u(PJ = .(Pl) 3 N(P’, R,). 
Proof. To show that u(P,,) = u(Pl), let A E p(P,,). Ps - h is then one-to- 
one and onto and so PI - h is certainly onto. If P, - A is not one-to-one 
then on Y’, P - h has a nontrivial kernel and so by Lemma 4.2 
X E VP’, R,) C +‘o) C +‘o> 
which is impossible. Thus p(P,,) C p(Pr). Similarly p(PO’) C p(Pl’). However 
p(Pl) = p(P,,‘) which yields p(Pl) C p(P,,). Thus the resoivent sets and so 
also the spectra of PO and PI are the same. 
In order to prove that ue(Po) = u(PO) it is sufficient to show that 
p,JF’a) C p(PJ since the converse inclusion follows by definition. If X E pe(PO) 
then P,, - h has a trivial kernel, for by Lemma 2.5 the kernel cannot be finite 
dimensional since it is invariant under translations. Thus PO - X is one-to-one. 
If it is not onto then since its range is closed, PI’ - X has a nontrivial kernel. 
But then X E N(P’, R,) C ue(PO) which is impossible. Thus PO - X is also 
onto and pe(P,,) C p(P,,) or u,(P,,) = u(P”). Replacing PO, PI’ by PI , PO’ in 
this proof yields immediately, u,(Pl) =: o(Pr). The last statement of the 
theorem is just Lemma 4.2. 
Since the spectra and essential spectra of PO and PI are identical, u(P) 
will be used to denote all of them. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If p(P) f o , then P,, = PI and for any open subset 52 
of R”, with .O the interior of its closure, P, = P, . 
Proof. The first result follows immediately from the two facts; PO C PI 
u(P,) = u(Pl). The second result is a consequence of the duality relations 
of Theorem 3.1 and the definitions of P,’ and PO’. 
By improving Lemma 4.2, to apply a class of unbounded convex subsets 
of R”, we are able to carry out, at least partially, the globalization program 
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of the introduction. The improvement and class of convex sets are both 
described in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be an open convex subset of W, n > 1, which contains 
a sequence {BY} of n-balls of sad&s V, then as maps from X(Q) to Y(Q) the 
essential spectrum of each of PS , P, and P, , contains U(P) u N(P’, .Q*). 
Proof. I f  Q = R” then the conclusion reduces to N(P’, R,) C u(P), 
which has already been established in Lemma 4.2. Assume therefore that J2 
is a proper subset of R”. Roughly, the method of proof is to show that if 
h E g(P) 3 N(P’, R,) then %‘(PS - h) is not closed. Since Pm - h and 
P, - h are extensions of PS - h, their ranges will also be not closed in this 
case. On the other hand we shall show that dim J(PS - h) = co, and 
similarly for Pw and P,,, , if h E N(P’, G’*)\N(P, R,). This will complete 
the proof. The requirement n > 1 is necessary at this point for in R1 
dimN(P, - X) < co. 
Suppose first that h E u(P) = oe(PO). Without loss of generality we may 
assume h = 0. Following [15] there exists a “singular sequence” {u,}, 
u, E 9(PO), i.e., a sequence such that 11 U, /j = I, I/ P,,uy II + 0 and {u,} contains 
no strongly convergent subsequence. Since Cam is dense 9(PJ in the graph 
norm, and X and P are translation invariant, we may assume u, E C,“(B,,) 
where B,, is the n-ball of radius 2v, contained in G by assumption, and the 
distance of the support of U, from aB,, is at least Y. Then u, E 9(PS) and 
However by Lemma 2.6 
and so, possibly after renormalization, (u,} is a singular sequence for P, . 
Thus 0 E u(PS). If  now dim M(PS) = co, then the same is true also for P, 
and Pm, while if dimJlr(P,) < co then S?(PS) is not closed and again the 
same is true for Pw and Pm . 
Suppose now that X E N(P’, Q*)\N(P’, R,). Without loss of generality 
we again assume A = 0. By assumption P-‘( -5) is now finite for all [ E R, 
but is infinite for some E” E&. By an orthogonal transformation of the 
coordinate system in R”, we may achieve that Im tr” > 0, Im tjo = 0, 
j = 2,..., n, and DC{ x x1 < O}. For simplicity one further reduction is 1 
necessary. Since X is exponentially multiplicative so also is X(Q) and we may 
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assume further that a real translation has been made in C, and to now has the 
form to = (iy, 0 **a 0), y  > 0. This is the canonical situation considered 
in the remainder of the proof. 
Let Q, R, S, be the irreducible factors of P(-[). One of these factors, 
Q(e), has a zero at to, but no real zeros. Thus aQ/&$‘l f  0. I f  (aQ(~“))/a[, = 0 
we must choose a new zero. Since Q is irreducible Q and aQ/&$, are relatively 
prime and so there exist polynomials R, , R, , R, such that 
where tr’ = (E, ,..., 5,) and R3(t1’) + 0 but R3(0) = 0. Choose or’ E R,-r 
so that R,(Q’) f  0 but so small that Q(tl , yI’) = 0 has a root in Im [r > 0. 
At this new root aQ/a[, # 0. Thus, making another real translation in C, , 
if necessary, we may assume in all cases that to = (iy, 0 a.* 0), but 
PQ(5”))/% f  0. H ence there exists a disk d given by 1 t1 - iy 1 < E, E < y, 
such that Q([i , 0) = 0 has only one zero in 6. Thus if C is the circle given 
by ( 5, - iy 1 = E, the integral 
has the value 1 for tl’ = 0 and is a continuous integer valued function of 
.$i’ in some neighborhood N of 0 in R,-, . By the residue theorem the 
equation Q(z, tr’) = 0 has therefore exactly one zero z E A for each Er’ E N. 
This zero is given explicitly by 
From this formula it is obvious that 5 is analytic in N, Im [ > 0 and 
P(-<([r’), -[r’) = 0 in N. Choose &El’) E Cam(N) arbitrarily and put, 
Then for each x1 , U(X) is an entire function of x1’ and so vanishes on no open 
set, while P(D) U(X) = 0. Further for x1 < --E < 0, sup 1 xaD@u / < co 
for all (Y, /3. Since for some E, Sz C {x j x1 < -E} we have finally 
w = u lR E Y(G) and P(D) w = 0. Thus w E N(Ps) and dim ,V(Ps) = cc. 
The principal result of this paper is now almost immediate. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X, Y be admissible spaces, XC Y, and Q be an open 
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convex subset of R", n > 1, which contains an infinite sequence {B,: of n-balls 
of radius v. Then as maps from +X(Q) to Y(Q), 
-.-- 
oe = u = u(P) u N(P’, Q*) 
where oe and o denote respectively the essential spectrum and spectrum of 
anyofPa,Pw,Pm. 
Proof. Theorems 4.1 and 3.3 combined imply that o C U(P) u N(P’, Q*) 
where (r is the spectrum of any of PS , P, and P, . Trivially (TV C o and by 
Lemma 4.3 N(P’, Q*) u u(p) C ue . Combining these three inclusions we 
have the desired identities. 
Since the spectrum and essential spectrum of PS , PW and Pm are identical 
on Q, u(P, Q) will be used to denote all of them. Theorem 4.3 may now be 
summarized as 
u(P, Q) = u(P, R”) (J closure{/\ j(P(D) - A) ei(S*E)jp = 0 
has a solution in Y’(Q)). 
In this form it lends some weight to the conjecture in the introduction. 
Ideally we would like to delete u(P, R”) in the conclusion, or equivalently 
show that u(P, R”) = N(P, R”). Wh 1 i e i is true that u(P, R”) r) N(P, R”) t 
we have been unable to show the converse inclusion except in special cases. 
These are the examples of the next section. 
Corresponding to Corollary 4.1 we have: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Ij 
u(P) u N(P’, Q*) # C, then Ps=P,=P,. 
I f  Qn, C Q, then Qt. C Qi+, which with Theorem 4.3 gives an immediate 
inclusion relation between the spectra. 
COROLLARY 4.3, If R, Q’ are open convex sets of the class considered in 
Theorem 4.3 with Q’ C J2, then 
u(P, Q) c u(P, J2’) 
5. EXAMPLES 
We present here some examples of the use of the results in Section 4 
and conclude with an elementary observation on one way of weakening the 
translation invariance assumption in one particular case. 
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Example 1 
LEMMA 5.1. If X = Y = JE’~*~, 1 < p < co, thaw u(P) == iV(P, R,), 
where P : S@P -+ z+S. 
Proof. U(P) r) N(P, R,) by Theorem 4.2. Conversely if h $ N(P, R,), 
then 1 P(s) - X / >, 6 > 0 or j P(.$) - X 1-l < 6-l for all E E R, . For any 
y E 2P,p 
x = F-l{[P(Q - Al-1 3) E W,D. 
Thus (PI - X) x = y and ,%!(Pl - X) = &?‘$*P. hince the kernel of (Pl - A) 
is empty, X E p(P). Thus u(P) C iV(P, R,) and the proof is complete. 
In general we cannot replace N(P, R,) by N(P, R,), since the numerical 
range is not closed. For example, if P(t, , [a) = [r” + ifr2f2 + i, then 
0 $ N(P, R,) but is in the closure. If P is elliptic or hypo-elliptic the 
numberical range is closed. For elliptic operators more general results than 
those of this lemma are well known even for Hr*p spaces [4]. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4.3 we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  Q is an unbounded convex subset of Rn, n > 1, containing 
an infinite sequence {BY} of n-balls of radius v  and 1 < p < co, then 
P : &W(Q) - &W(Q) 
has spectrum u(P) = N(P’, Q*). 
While in many cases the resolvent set of P will be empty, e.g., J2 f R” 
and P elliptic, this is not always the case. In the following examples we choose 
x = y = L2. 
Example 2 
If P(f) = (a2 + it1 , the diffusion operator, then o(P) = {A 1 Re h > O}. 
If~~~x/x,<O)theno(P,Q)={h~ReX~O},whileif52=~{xjx,>0} 
then CJ(P, 9) = C. 
Example 3 
If P(t) = E22 + [i , the Schroedinger operator, then u(P) = {h 1 Im X = O}. 
If Q = {x 1 xi > 0} then u(P, Q) = {A j Im h 3 0), 
Example 4. 
If P(t) = [i[a + i(ti + [a), then u(P) = {h / 4 Re X < (Im X)2} and if 
Q = (x / x1 > 0, x2 > 0} then o(P, Q) = {A I 4 Re h < (Im h)“). 
By setting up a suitable isomorphism between an admissible space and 
one which does not satisfy the translation invariance assumption, this 
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assumption can be weakened. If  the space is defined by an exponential weight 
function this is rather trivial. 
Example 5 
Suppose p E C, and put 
L,*(Q) = 1~ / u is measurable on Q, ii‘, 1 e(“.u)u I2 &ii < co/ . 
LL2(Q) and L2(Q) are isomorphic under the mapping 
Lu2(.Q) 3 u + e(z*u)u E L2(Q). 
If  Pm : LU2(Q) -+ LG2(Q) denotes the maximal (Definition 3. I(iii)) realization 
of P on LU2(L?) and (P& is the maximal realization of P(D - ip) as an 
operator on L2(Q), then 
e-~WqP,) = kq(P&J 
and 
Thus 
U(P,‘ ) q = N(P(-t - ip), n*). 
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